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Context: moving to in-person learning
With new vaccines and an increasing body of research on how to safely bring students and
educators back into school buildings, Massachusetts school and district leaders are moving towards
models that prioritize in-person learning this spring and into 2021-22.
This transition will not occur as a single “flip the switch” moment for all students. Specifically:
• Districts will accelerate the return to in-person learning for early grades first, followed by middle
and high schools.
• Even with full in-person models in place, students will still have the option to participate in full
virtual learning models for the remainder of the 2020-21 school year.
In this document, we share insights and case examples from a group of Massachusetts school and
district leaders, convened last fall as a Return to In-Person Learning Cohort, that can serve as
foundation and inspiration for the current shift back to in-person instruction.
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Key takeaways from the Return to In-Person Learning cohort
1. Absent radical innovation, for the vast majority of students live in-person instruction is better than teacher-led
remote instruction, which in turn is better than asynchronous, or independent learning.
2. Hybrid models are a discrete choice, not a middle ground between in-person and remote learning. Given the
complexity and resource-intensive nature of hybrid models, leaders should actively consider all options for increasing
the total amount of live instructional time for students.
3. Leaders’ ability to leverage flexibility in role definition and use of educator time - including new flexibilities
enacted by DESE for the 2020-21 school year - creates new opportunities to more effectively address student needs.
4. Given the challenges of simultaneous instruction, leaders should work to create differentiated remote and
in-person experiences, including by modifying content, course offerings, class size, class length and staff
assignment.
5. By focusing on a set of high-impact research-based strategies, leaders can lay the groundwork now for continued
transformation in 2021 and beyond.
Source: Output of Return to In-Person Learning Cohort, 2020
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Leaders challenged the conventional wisdom that “hybrid”
models are part of a continuum of learning environments...
In-person

Hybrid

Remote

Students attend school in
a school building every
day

Students attend school both
in-person and remotely based
on an established, predictable
schedule (A/B days)

Students attend school
from home or some other
location via laptops and
the Internet

Many districts are “moving to hybrid” as
a step toward full in-person instruction
Source: ERS
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...and observed that any model that is neither fully in-person
nor fully remote requires making critical design decisions
More time in person

Synchronous, in-person
Fully in-person for some.
Students prioritized by need,
grade level and/or family
choice
Hybrid for all who
can come to school.
In-person and remote
students may or may
not be taught
simultaneously.

Synchronous, remote

Asynchronous
Full remote school
Source: ERS

More students in person
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Strategic models leverage flexibility over resource use,
including role definition, assignment and use of time
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To support strategic design decisions, DESE approved
new staffing flexibilities for 2020-21
Before
Current
staff

●
●
●
●

Additional
staff

●
●

Now

Licensed educators can teach up to 20% out of
field
Individuals with bachelor’s degree can serve as
long-term sub for 90 days
Co-teachers are considered “in-field” only if they
were appropriately licensed
DESE will consider waiver applications with
external postings

●
●

Student teachers were a “nice-to-have” to
strengthen hiring pipelines
Retirees had a cap on how much income they
could earn in a year

●

●
●

●
Source: https://www.doe.mass.edu/news/news.aspx?id=26200

Licensed educators can teach up to 50% out of field
Individuals with bachelor’s degree can serve as
long-term sub for full school year
Co-teachers are considered “in-field” as long as the
other co-teacher is appropriately licensed
DESE will consider waiver applications with
internal and external postings
Student teachers’ ability to provide full-group,
small-group and 1:1 instruction, including
simultaneous instruction, can enable core
instructional models
Cap on retiree income for the year has been
lifted
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Staff can be assigned into an array of roles to support
instruction and meet student needs
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With new flexibilities, leaders can pursue research-based priorities
for education recovery and equity while changing cost structures

Source: ERS

1

Empowering Instruction
with just in time support

Ensure teaching teams have high-quality curriculum, time and support to
collaboratively assess and accelerate learning and provide just-in-time support.

2

Time and Attention

Expand and target individual attention and learning time inside and outside of
traditional school hours, especially for students with the greatest learning needs.

3

Teaching Job

4

Relationships & Social
Emotional Support

5

Community & Family
Partnerships

Restructure teaching jobs and roles to be more rewarding, collaborative, and
sustainable while enabling excellent instruction from a diverse teaching force
Organize to cultivate positive student-adult relationships and ensure support for
wellness and social emotional needs
Engage families, community partners, and other out-of-school resources to
increase academic, health, social, and emotional support for students.
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Innovations developed and shared by
Massachusetts learning cohort districts
1.

Prioritize in-person instruction for all students needing tier 2 or 3 interventions. Re-assign all staff who are available to
work in-person to roles with direct impact on these students’ critical needs. (New Heights Charter School, Brockton)

2.

Provide all elementary students with daily live instruction with their homeroom teachers in the context of a hybrid
model. Hybrid A/B days are mornings in-person. All students (A and B groups) come together for remote class session every
afternoon. (Dudley-Charlton Regional School District)

3.

Provide up-front training and support to ensure all educators are capable of leading high-quality remote instruction.
With this foundation, shifting to hybrid instruction has been smoother with more student and educator engagement. (Abby
Kelley Foster Charter School, Worcester)

4.

Re-purpose remote Wednesday time from a full 8-period day to personalized support periods and teacher planning
time. (Wareham High School)

5.

Concentrate in-person instruction on the students that need it the most. Staff up K-2 in person, hire tutors to support
students who must quarantine, develop multiple hybrid options for upper elementary grades. (Salem Public Schools)
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Source: School and district teams participating in the Return to In-Person Learning Cohort, 2020

Prioritizing in-person instruction for all
students needing additional support
•

The shift to remote learning had a disproportionate impact on some students, particularly those who
were already in need of more support.

•

New Heights leaders wanted to prioritize these students for in-person instruction while also sustaining
a high-quality remote model for other students.

•

Create in-person “academy” for all Tier 2 and 3 students on all days when in-person instruction could
be made available.

•

Open participation in and leadership of in-person instruction to all staff, including paraprofessionals and
aspiring teachers.

•

Assign a liaison for each Tier 2 and 3 student that will monitor their progress during remote days. The
liaison should regularly discuss late assignments with the student and parents.

•

Reassign staff unable to provide in-person instruction to remote classes.

•

Be flexible about staff roles for in-person instruction, e.g. enable paraprofessionals to work with
students they would not otherwise be assigned to support.

Challenge

Strategy

Trade-offs
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Source: New Heights Charter School, ERS

Phoenix Academy includes full class instruction,
small group support and community-building
Time

Subject

8:45-9:30

Math

9:40-10:25

Composition

10:35-11:50

Community

12:00-12:45

Social Studies

12:55-1:40

English

1:50-2:35

Academic Support

2:45-3:30

Science

Community blocks consist of clubs and activities such as art, team sports, and board games. Community blocks can also be used for
additional tutoring and directed study hall as needed.
Academic support blocks consist of in-person tutoring services, access to school counselors, and touchpoints with classroom liaisons.
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Source: New Heights Charter School, ERS

Providing daily live instruction with a homeroom
teacher for all students in a hybrid model
Challenge

Dudley-Charlton
Regional School
District

•

In a typical hybrid model, students have minimal interaction with their homeroom teacher on remote days.

•

Dudley-Charlton leaders sought to maintain day-to-day continuity of learning while making the most of remote time and
avoiding concurrent instruction of in-person and remote students.

Implement a hybrid model where students attend school in-person two half-days/week and learn remotely three days/week:
Strategy

Trade-offs

•

In-person hours are focused on teacher-led ELA and Math instruction.

•

Remote time includes teacher-led core and non-core instruction and asynchronous learning time.

•

All students participate in remote, teacher-led instruction every day - afternoons on M, T, Th, F; mornings on all-remote
Wednesdays.

•

On in-person days, students depart at midday and regroup for remote afternoon lessons from home. Teacher prep and lunch
periods are stacked at midday while students are in transit, reducing transitions for the in-person cohort.

•

Wednesdays are dedicated to teacher planning and professional development, including creating asynchronous video lessons.
Students are provided with asynchronous independent work with support staff check-ins during teacher planning.

•

In-person days are half-days, effectively reducing in-person time by 30-40% vs. a typical hybrid model.

•

All specials instruction takes place remotely.

•

Transporting students at midday requires availability of buses and drivers.

Source: Dudley-Charlton Regional School District, ERS
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The district evolved their hybrid model in January
to incorporate more synchronous instruction
Hybrid days - students attend in-person two days/week and remotely two days/week

Wednesdays - all students remote

In Person Learning Days

Remote Learning

Remote Learning Days

8:30-8:50

Students enter, attendance, hand
sanitizing, bathroom rotations

8:50-9:15

Morning lesson, teacher/student
conferences

8:50-9:50

MATH or ELA

9:15-10:30

ELA or MATH

9:50-10:20

Music or Art

10:30-10:45

Snack/Mask Break, Bathroom

10:20-10:35

Break

10:50-12:00

MATH or ELA

10:35-12:00

ELA or MATH

12:00-12:15

Closing meeting, dismissal
12:00-1:15

12:15-1:15

Travel home, lunch, movement/recess

Lunch and movement /
recess

1:15-1:45

Gym or Health

1:45-2:30

Science or Social Studies

2:30-3:00

Small group support or extension activity

8:30-11:30

Dudley-Charlton
Regional School
District

Core instruction with
homeroom teachers

11:30-12:00 Music, art, gym or health
12:00-1:15

Closing meeting, dismissal,
lunch, movement

1:15-3:00

Independent learning time

Type*

Hrs/Wk

In-person time*

7.5

Synchronous
remote learning

15.0

Independent
remote learning

6.5

Total

29.0
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* Includes arrival, break and closing meeting. Source: Dudley-Charlton Regional School District, ERS

Ensuring all educators are ready to lead high-quality
remote instruction
•
Challenge
•
•

•
•

Restructure summer professional learning time to include deliberate skill-building on remote instructional
platforms, including ACSD Activate, TEQ, Zoom and Google Classroom.
During the school year, increase collaborative planning time to facilitate teacher teaming and horizontal
alignment of lessons across classes, which in turn enables more flexibility in student-teacher assignments
and student grouping.

•
•

Upfront investment of for new software platforms
Increased planning time for teachers reduces direct instructional time for students.

Strategy

Trade-offs

When schools went remote in spring 2020, teachers struggled to provide high-quality instruction, which in
turn had a negative effect on student experience and learning.
Going into 2021, leaders at Abby Kelley Foster Charter School sought to strengthen teachers’ comfort
and ability teaching online
The goal was to both improve the remote school experience and prepare for a hoped-for transition to
hybrid or in-person instruction.
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Source: Abby Kelley Foster Charter School, ERS

AKFCS re-allocated summer PD time to COVID-related
technology training and instructional planning
8:00 AM
8:15 AM
8:30 AM
8:45 AM
9:00 AM
9:15 AM
9:30 AM
9:45 AM
10:00 AM
10:15 AM
10:30 AM
10:45 AM
11:00 AM
11:15 AM
11:30 AM
11:45 AM
12:00 PM
12:15 PM
12:30 PM
12:45 PM
1:00 PM
1:15 PM
1:30 PM
1:45 PM
2:00 PM
2:15 PM
2:30 PM
2:45 PM
3:00 PM
3:15 PM
3:30 PM

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Returning to
school

Intro to ACSD
Activate (with
ACSD)

Intro to TEQ PD
Platform (with
TEQ) plus
independent TEQ
time

Principal's
Welcome

Physical
Safety / PPE /
Facilities

SEL, including
review of teacher
mindset articles
and debrief

How to develop
synch instr

Classroom / team
time

Thursday

Monday

Lunch

Classroom /
team time

Remote tchr
mindset

Safe Schools
/ Classroom
time

Lunch

Parent meetings

Planning family
contact
Developing
student norms

Thursday

Parent meetings
ESL - learning
and application

How to build
relationships

Safe Schools

Subject- specific
PD and
curriculum
planning

Classroom / team
time

Classroom / team
time

Content
Digital
Citizenship

Classroom / team
time
Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

TEQ PD

Hrs

Pct

"Regular" programming

18.75

33%

COVID-specific

15.00

27%

Team/planning time

11.50

20%

Parent meetings

5.00

9%

Lunch

6.25

11%

Parent meetings

Lunch
TEQ PD
independent time
plus team debrief

Wednesday

TEQ PD

Lunch
Lunch

Tuesday

TEQ PD
How to develop
remote
instruction

Team time

TEQ playlist

Planning time

Team wrap-up
Checks for
understanding

Parent meetings

Parent meetings

Safe Schools
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Source: Abby Kelley Foster Charter School, ERS

Zoom 2020-21 Skills and Resources
Essential Skills
❏
❏
❏

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Invite individuals
Invite groups
Manage privacy,
video, and sound
settings
Share screen
Use whiteboard and
annotate feature
Manage participants
Use the chat feature
Use the Q&A feature
Create breakout
rooms
Use the polling
feature

Resources

Skills Modeled

TEQ-Using Zoom for
Remote Instruction
(20 min.)

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Create an account*
Add contacts and groups
Schedule classes
Use screen sharing
Use annotation tools

TEQ-Zoom Updates
(16 min.)

❏
❏
❏

Updating Zoom to latest version
Default setting/manage passwords
Security setting updates
❏ Participant access, removal,
sharing, and chat

TEQ-Zoom
Whiteboard and
Annotation Tools (27
min.)

❏
❏

Share a whiteboard
Use the drawing, shapes, and text
annotation tools
Use the select and spotlight tools
Clear and save whiteboards
Enable and disable annotation
Use advanced student sharing
settings

Zoom Polling (9
min.)

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

How to activate Zoom Polling
How to add questions in Zoom
Polling

AKFCS specific directions:
●

Use your personal meeting ID consistently and
share this id and password with your evaluator.

●

Please use the options for muting students, placing
them in a waiting room, and removing them
sparingly. Face time with students is precious,
community building time this year!

●

Schedule recurring meetings for each live class

●

If using breakout rooms, consider closing them
automatically after short periods of time.

●

Save student work done on whiteboard to use as
evidence of learning. (use “show names of
annotators” button to label the work)

●

“Walk through Zoom with your students, set
expectations, and make it fun!”
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Source: Abby Kelley Foster Charter School

Google Expectations for 2020-21
Below is the list of google tools we expect teachers to be using. Teachers have varying experiences with technology. If there is an area you are not
proficient in please view the corresponding video or work with teammates to become proficient. (Proficient=able to use skill with students)
Tool
Google classroom

Skills

TEQ Video

●
●
●
●
●
●

Creating a class
Dashboard overview
Inviting students and co-teachers
Adding content
Announcing posts and materials
Questions and assignments

●
●
●
●
●
●

Support and resources
Classroom help center
Stream
Classwork
People
Grades

Introduction to Google classroom (37 minutes)

Google drive and google
classroom organization

●
●

Google drive (folders, student access, delete files)
Google classroom (return ownership, unenroll students, remove class calendars, archive old classes)

Effective Organization of Google Drive and
Google Classroom (42 minutes)

Google docs/
google drawings

●
●
●

Overview of google docs
Overview of google drawings
Using docs and drawings for collaboration

Google Educator Basics: Session 7
Collaborating with Docs and Drawings (59
minutes)

Google slides

●
●
●

Overview of slides
Creating engaging presentations with slides
Edit your slides in real time

●
●

Presentation collaboration
Present your project

Google Educator Basics: Session 8 Slides (42
minutes)

Google forms

●
●

Creating a google form and adding questions to it
Making questions required

●

Assigning attendance in google classroom (create
topic, create assignment, add google form)

Google Educator Basics: Session 10 Forms (42
minutes)

Google sheets

●
●

Features and benefits
Functionality

Google Educator Basics: Session 11 Google
Classroom (39 minutes)

Google Educator Basics: Session 9 Sheets (40
minutes)
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Source: Abby Kelley Foster Charter School

Making the most of a fully remote Wednesday to
support students and teachers
Challenge

Wareham HS began 2020-21 with a typical hybrid schedule - two days on, two days off, remote Wednesdays.

•

While other days operated in 4x4 a block schedule, to maximize instructional time the initial schedule included a fully remote
8-period Wednesday for all students.

•

This schedule was exhausting for both teachers and students and did not enable high-quality instruction. School leaders sought
an alternative that would improve the teaching and learning experience on Wednesdays and throughout the week.

•

Revise Wednesday’s current 8-period fully remote schedule to use the time more strategically in some combination of the
following ways:

Strategy

Trade-offs

Wareham HS

•

o

Have only 4 periods meet and rotate week by week.

o

Facilitate Zoom meetings with students in need of additional support, while other students work independently.

o

Collaborate with guidance, deans, administration, and department heads to provide learning support groups throughout the
day for at-risk students.

•

Incorporate remote instruction best practices to deliver high-quality learning experiences and maximize student engagement.

•

Loss of (low-impact) synchronous remote instructional time on Wednesdays.

•

Non-teaching staff re-assigned to facilitate small group learning support for at-risk students
22

Source: Wareham Public Schools, ERS

Wareham HS’ initial schedule included an 8-period
remote learning schedule on Wednesdays
Wareham HS

A

B
C

Semester 1 schedule
•A Four hybrid days,
scheduled as A/B with
synchronous instruction.
Students attend in-person
either M/T or Th/F.
•B All students learn remotely
after lunch, two classes/day
•C Wednesday is fully remote
with eight 35-minute
periods, plus advisory and
lunchd
23

Source: Wareham Public Schools, ERS

For second semester, the team prioritized fewer, longer
learning blocks plus extra help for students who need it
Wareham HS - Wednesday Schedule
First Semester
Second Semester

Wareham HS

Semester 2 Wednesdays
• Academic periods reduced from
8 to 4, with schedule alternating
week to week
• Class length on Wednesday
increases from 45 to 70 minutes
- same as M, T, Th, Fr
• Advisory, lunch and extra help
periods continue every week
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Source: Wareham Public Schools, ERS

In all cases, WHS established expectations and
leveraged new tools to support remote learning
Wareham HS
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Source: Wareham Public Schools

Concentrating in-person instruction on the students
who need it most
•
Challenge
•
•

Strategy

•
•
•

Trade-offs

•
•

While unable to fully open schools for in-person instruction, Salem Public Schools leadership sought to ensure that its
youngest students could attend school in-person.
To ensure that all students experienced high-quality instruction, district leaders also wanted to create flexibility in how
school teams organized to support in-person learning for younger students and hybrid models for older students.
Leaders also sought to ensure that students who were forced to quarantine due to exposure to COVID or illness could
stay engaged in learning.
Staff up grades K-2 with additional in-person educators.
Develop multiple hybrid options for elementary grades, enabling school-level flexibility with regard to specific needs
and available staffing.
Hire tutors to teach the students who must quarantine to limit the impact on classroom cohesion.
Maintaining physical distancing requires more K-2 classrooms than usual, which in turn require more educators to staff.
Prioritizing K-2 requires implementing hybrid models for grades 3-5. Some hybrid models include concurrent instruction
of in-person and remote students and/or less live instructional time.
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Source: Salem Public Schools, ERS

SPS offered principals multiple hybrid schedule
options with guidance on how to implement
Master Schedule Option 1:

Live: Stream into the class
Asynchronous
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Resources from DESE and ERS
• Leveraging Student Teachers to Support Flexible Staffing Models
• Additional Flexibility for Educator Licensure and Staffing for the 2020-21 School Year
• Guidance on Amendments to Student Learning Time Regulations (downloadable from item
#3 in of Commissioner’s Weekly Update, 12/21/20)
• ERS COVID Support Hub
• The Cost of COVID: Understanding the full financial impact on districts and schools
• Investing Federal ESSER Funds in Recovery and Redesign
• Uncharted Waters: Charting a Course to Excellence and Equity
• Budget Planning for 2021-22
• The Economics of Transitioning from Remote to In-Person School
• What Post-COVID Schools Could Look Like
• 2020 COVID Comeback Models
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Source: https://www.doe.mass.edu/news/news.aspx?id=26200
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Return to In-Person Learning Cohort:
Participants and Scope
Over the course of seven full-group and
district-specific working sessions in
Nov-Dec 2020, the team addressed:

Abby Kelley Foster Charter

Salem Manchester Essex
Peabody
UP Academy

•

Principles for designing strategic
remote and hybrid models

•

How to develop strategic hybrid
models that are sustainable within
existing resource levels

•

Opportunities to strengthen and adjust
simultaneous (aka concurrent)
instruction for in-person and remote
students

•

Problems of practice to support
leadership efforts to expand the
quantity and quality of live instruction

Weymouth
New Heights
Charter

Easthampton

Wareham
Douglas
Dudley-Charlton Regional
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Cohort members were operating in a mix of
modalities when the cohort began
Case example included in “District and School
Innovations” section of this document

District

Enrollment

# Schools

UP Academy

421

1

Remote

New Heights

602

1

Remote

Manchester Essex

1,370

4

Remote

Easthampton

1,544

5

Remote

Springfield Empowerment Zone

5,300

13

Remote (fully synchronous)

Wareham

2,133

5

In-person

Peabody

5,994

10

Hybrid (2-1-2)

Salem

3,620

10

Hybrid (K-2 fully in person, 6/9 in person two days, other grades remote)

Dudley-Charlton Regional

3,702

7

Hybrid (2-1-2, but in-person days are in-person AM and remote PM)

Douglas

1,282

4

Hybrid (2-1-2, but everyone remote for this week and next)

Abby Kelley Foster Charter

1,425

1

Hybrid (2-1-2 for ES, MS/HS still remote)

Weymouth

5,763

12

Hybrid (1-2-2 for ES/MS, HS has 4 cohorts)

Source: ERS analysis of DESE data dashboards, participant survey responses, district websites

Model as of November 2020
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The group surfaced a wide range of difficult questions...
How can we...
...increase the amount of live
instruction our students receive?

....make asynchronous time
more meaningful and productive
for students?

....make simultaneous instruction work?

....define and implement new roles
for teachers and other staff?

… organize a hybrid model that
is sustainable within our current
resource levels?

...move to more
in-person learning?

...help our teachers do better with the technology
required for remote and hybrid instruction?
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Student populations in cohort systems represent the
broad range of Massachusetts communities
Pct Economically Disadvantaged

Pct English Language Learners

Pct Students with Disabilities

Note: black vertical line is state average
Source: ERS analysis of DESE data dashboards
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Student populations in cohort systems represent
the broad range of Massachusetts communities

Source: ERS analysis of DESE data dashboards
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Schools in our cohort districts (enrollment and
grade bands)

Elementary schools
Average = 314 students
63% with <350 students
Source: ERS analysis of DESE data dashboards

K8s

Middle Schools
Average = 653
36% with <500 students

High Schools
Average = 850
33% with < 500 students
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Staff can be assigned into an array of roles to support
instruction and meet student needs

Source: https://www.doe.mass.edu/instruction/remote-learning/flexible-staffing.pdf
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Dudley-Charlton’s initial hybrid schedule enabled
daily live core instruction in one modality at a time
Time

AM block:
Hybrid
schedule

PM block:
Full group
remote

In-person

Remote

7:40-8:30

Math

Art

8:35-9:25

Reading

Phys Ed

9:30-10:20

Science

Humanities

10:25-11:15

History

Electives

11:20-12:20

Travel and Lunch

Lunch

12:25-1:15
1:20-2:10

Math
Reading

Dudley-Charlton
Regional School
District

Excluding Wednesdays, Dudley-Charlton students
experience:
•

Daily core instruction with their homeroom
teachers

•

Zero minutes of simultaneous instruction that
includes both in-person and remote students

Excluding Wednesdays, weekly instructional time
received by every student includes:
•

400 minutes in-person core instruction

•

400 minutes remote core instruction

•

400 minutes remote specials instruction
39

Source: Dudley-Charlton Regional School District, ERS

